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The topic on process of social complexity is a core subject in research which is 
ahout origin of civilization . Recently,it has become a hot spot in archaeological 
academy. Lingnan is an important part in the pluralistic but unitive framework of 
Chinese civilization. Searching the evolutionary process of ancient society in Lingnan 
is meaningful to push the research of the origins of Chinese civilization and ancient 
country ahead. The historical period from Late Neolithic Age to the period of Qin’s 
unity is crucial for ancient equal society，which made it became more and more 
complicated. Based on former researches,this paper wants to see about the economic 
style and social system of ancient Lingnan.From this point of view，I try to discuss the 
evolutionary process of the society by analysing archaeological cultures ,grave sites 
and archaeological remains. The paper is composed of six parts: 
Chapter 1,reviewing the study of developing process about ancient 
society,discussing my research purpose and ideas. 
Chapter2,intrducing the geographic environment and climate of Lingnan in 
Pre-Qin Period，revealing the ecological background for ancient cultures.It is the 
precondition for discussing interactive relationship between environment and culture 
as well as ancient social development. 
Chapter3 to 5，researching the different social conditions in Shixia－Middle 
Layer period、Double“F” pattern period and Criss－cross pattern period respectively 
to outline the process of social complexity.Based on archaeological information such 
as sites and remains,analysing archaeological cultures,economic status and social 
stratification to research the different features of social structure and aboriginal state. 
Chapter6,summarizing 
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4．Seeing about early city－state society from Tonggugang and Yinshanling 
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于是将这两类遗存视为岭南青铜器时代的文化遗存③。1962 和 1963 年，莫稚等
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